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About This Game

Just In Time Incorporated is not a regular insurance agency and you are not a normal agent.

With the power of our hyper-glove technology, you can move at ten times the speed of a regular human. Bullets, knives, attack
helicopters, rampaging bears, mutant rats -- no problem, you’re equipped to handle the situation. It’s a good thing too, since our

clients are constantly in harm's way.
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Your responsibilities as a death prevention agent may include:

Grabbing bullets from mid-air

Wielding a sword, knife, or chainsaw

Usage of heavy explosives

Disabling automated machine gun turrets

And more...

It’s all in a day’s work at Just In Time Incorporated!
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Title: Just In Time Incorporated
Genre: Action, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
Second Wind Interactive
Publisher:
Second Wind Interactive
Release Date: 27 Jul, 2017

 7ad7b8b382 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 SP1, Windows 8.1 or later, Windows 10

Processor: Intel i5-4590 or equivalent

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GTX 970, AMD Radeon R9 290 or better

Storage: 1 GB available space

Additional Notes: Virtual Reality Only

English
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I want to like this game, I really do. There are levels that I really enjoy, but most are more annoying than anything else. I don't
think a game with a couple of enjoyable levels and many more not as fun levels is worth $20. Just my personal oppinion; you
may have fun with the levels that I didn't.. This is a fun and silly game. I highly recommend it!. I'll start with the positives for
this game, it's polished and has a bright and colorful look that immediately reminded me of Job Simulator. Some of the
scenarios in the game are creative and I enjoyed reading the flavor text for each one. The premise behind the game is fresh and
unique and that was the primary factor for me purchasing it, but unfortunately the game did not hold up to my initial
expectation.

While the levels themselves are colorful and bright, actually playing them was boring. One major failing of the game is the
sound design. As others have stated, there isn't any music when playing the puzzles which causes the game to lose all the charm
it has in the trailer. The lack of music means that majority of the game is you listening to the occasional gunshot or smack from
you throwing something at an enemy. A majority of the puzzles were incredibly simple and all of them have pretty much only
one way to solve them, which meant that I knew exactly what I needed to do when I started and just had to go through to
motions to execute. The game is short, but in these early days of VR I'm willing to have short games if they are a polished and
entertaining experience (e.g. I paid the $30 for Rick and Morty: Virtual Rick-ality and do not regret that purchase at all).

I feel what would really help this game would be to expand the ways that you could prevent someone from dying. For example,
the level where you are preventing an old man from getting run over could theoretically be solved by popping the tires of the
truck causing it to veer off the road, or possibly building a ramp for the truck to jump over the person you're trying to protect.
You could even add achievements for each possible way to solve the level to encourage experimentation when trying to solve.

Overall, I'd say keep this game on your radar if you're interested but wait to see if the developers update and add more content
before buying.. This Game has an extremely fun and original idea but for the 30 minutes to an hour gameplay that you receive
$20 is too much. But they did add an extra levels update so hopefully we'll get more of those
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fun, original, cute, too expensive. i enjoyed the game but i beat the whole game in under an hour. its fun to play, but it is a very
quick game, I beat it in a hour. This game was really fun! I liked the idea, but it really needs more content, but for $15, I think
it's pretty good.
my only real complaint is its aesthetics, i was never really a fan of the blockheaded, minecraft style, but to its credit, it pulls it
off well.
I highly reccomend this game, but make sure you have enough space to reach out and grab stuff, unless you're going to be
bumping your head and hands a lot. A very bland game. I had high hopes this would be as entertaining or intriguing as GORN or
SUPERHOT VR, but instead it turned out to be shallow as hell. You cannot throw a lot of objects, there is no music, and it does
not have variety at all. Overall, it didn't hook me at the beginning, and playing through just a little bit did not even catch my
attention.

P.S. Don't mix politics with games, unless it's something like Democracy 3.. One of the first VR titles that actually felt like a
game for me, rather than just a glorafied tech demo. A great premise and a lot of enjoyability. The later levels even getting
pretty hectic. I'd love to see some additions to the level or some extra challenge modes. Perhaps even a level editor if possible?
Love it!
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Had a blast playing this game.
You can finish the levels in many different ways and it's fun.
Perfect to laugh with some friends around or to show VR to new people.. Its a good fun game! great concept. Only thing tho is
its not suited for seated play really. You do have to reach out and sometimes move around to do the things you need to do. Still
great for the price I paid tho!. TL;DR: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4IyqZ3Lj0-o&t=0m30s. this game is very fun
however it is only a hour long it only has a few levels. this game is very fun however it is only a hour long it only has a few
levels. This Game is So much fun! Please Make More levels!. This game is really funny and so much fun. Some of the levels are
just so stupid that it makes them halarious to play. A little short, beat it in two hours taking my time, but it is worth it. I had tons
of fun and had all my friends try out my favorite levels and they loved the game just as much as I did. If the devs add more
levels frequently, then this game is just perfect for VR and for $20.. Really just disappointed by the amount of content in the
game. Not worth the $15 I paid for it. Completed it in an hour and a half.. i enjoyed the game but i beat the whole game in
under an hour
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